FILTEX CR is a micro porous surface rubber covering that allows the roller to apply the sizing in a regular and homogeneous way, keeping the mechanical properties of the rubber stable for long periods of time.

The FILTEX CR rubber compound was specially designed for the second squeezer of the yarn sizing bath. This position requires the fulfilment of 2 simultaneous jobs: squeezing and applying size, both outstandingly achieved by our FILTEX CR's porous surface

1. Squeezing: After the bath impregnation the yarn must be squeezed in order to eliminate the excess of size that has been absorbed. This is achieved by the pressure effect of the rollers on the yarn. The viscoelasticity of the FILTEX CR rubber and its unalterable hardness provide the correct pressure for an excellent squeezing without damaging the yarn.

2. Size Contribution: In addition to the squeezing, this position must allow the yarn to absorb the necessary amount of size for a correct application, and this absorption must be obtained in a regular and homogeneous way all over the surface of the roller, avoiding excessive accumulation of sizing on the yarns. This is achieved by the porous surface of the FILTEX CR. The rubber mixture includes a specific filler which dispersion provides the unique combination of porous surface/inorganic material that maintains a constant layer of size on the roller surface while it is working. This layer is reabsorbed by the yarns, achieving a controlled size application before entering the drier section.

Measuring the hardness and the swelling on the ends of two rollers working under the same conditions on a yarn sizing machine, one covered with our FILTEX CR and another covered with another rubber, one can see how FILTEX CR keeps its hardness and surface diameter unaltered after more than 12 months of non stop work.

HARDNESS PROFILE ON SIZING ROLLER AFTER 1 YEAR WORKING
(initially both rollers at 75° Shore A)

EXISTING COVERING

DIA METER PROFILE ON SIZING ROLLER AFTER 6 MONTHS WORKING
(initially both rollers at 240,00 mm diameter)
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